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In a magnetic tunnelling junction (MTJ) with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA), offset

field (Ho) of the free layer is usually controlled by using a synthetic antiferromagnetic (SAF)

coupling structure, which is composed of an antiferromagnetic coupling (AFC) layer sandwiched

by two ferromagnetic (FM) layers. However, Ho increases significantly as the size of MTJ devices

shrinks to accommodate high density. In addition, magnetostatic field in PMA SAF structure tends

to destabilize the antiferromagnetic (AFM) alignment of the SAF layers, in contrast to the in-plane

anisotropy SAF, where the closed flux forms stable AFM magnetic configuration. Here, we present

a double SAF structure to control Ho, while maintaining high magnetic stability of the reference

layer (RL). The double SAF consists of FM1/AFC/FM2/AFC/FM3 multilayer. An AFM layer like

PtMn is added to further stabilize the magnetic configuration of the double SAF. As the magnetiza-

tion of other FM layers (FM1 and FM2) is aligned oppositely, the magnetostatic field acting on the

RL (FM3) layer is significantly reduced due to cancellation effect from its adjacent layers. Both

simulation and experimental results demonstrate that the double SAF layers provide high stability

for the RL in addition to the reduction of Ho. Our results on MTJ devices show that the AFM

pinned double SAF has the highest RL stability. The RL switch rate decreases as the thickness of

the CoFe inserted layer between AFM and the pinned layer (Co/Pt multilayer) increases due to

improved exchange coupling. VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4913942]

I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic tunnelling junctions (MTJs) with perpendicu-

lar magnetic anisotropy (PMA) are the most promising devi-

ces for high density magnetic random access memory

(MRAM).1–8 To realize the practical applications of MRAM,

MTJ elements must meet a set of performance requirements

such as high thermal stability for data retention, low switch-

ing current, and narrow distribution, as well as scalability. A

MTJ device is composed of several material layers, typically

including a reference layer (RL), a barrier layer, and a stor-

age (free) layer (FL). RL has a fixed magnetization direction,

while the magnetization direction of FL can be switched to

define data state of “0” or “1.” Therefore, it is essential that

the switching field of RL should be as high as possible to

avoid magnetization switching against disturbance. On the

other hand, the FL magnetization direction should be

changed easily during programing, while kept stably for data

retention. The thermal stability of the FL is critical for data

storage application as it requires long data retention. It has

been reported that the stray field from the RL may influence

the thermal stability of the FL.9 The stray field induces the

shift of magnetoresistance (R-H) curve from zero field,

resulting in an offset field (Ho) for the FL operation. In the

extreme case, when the Ho exceeds the coercivity field of the

FL, the bistable states will no longer exist in the absence of a

magnetic field, thus losing data. Therefore, Ho must be prop-

erly controlled. Ho is usually suppressed by using a synthetic

antiferromagnetic (SAF) coupling reference structure.10

However, Ho becomes increasingly difficult to control as it

will escalate when the size of MTJ devices is scaled down to

accommodate high density.11 In addition, magnetostatic field

in PMA SAF structure tends to destabilize the antiferromag-

netic (AFM) alignment of SAF layers, in contrast to the in-

plane anisotropy SAF layers, where the closed flux forms

stable AFM configuration. Therefore, it is imperative for a

stack structure to effectively control Ho, while keeping the

magnetization stability of the RL in perpendicular MTJs. It

has been shown that Ho can be reduced by extending RL

edge of a PMA-MTJ such that the pinned RL is wider than

the free layer.12 This stepped structure requires an etching

process that stops at the tunnel barrier and thus increases the

process complexity. In addition, Ho would depend on etching

process significantly. Another method is to use toppings with

a stack structure similar to a dual spin valve to compensate

the stray field in MTJs with in-plane anisotropy.13 Very

recently, a counter bias layer is proposed to suppress the off-

set field in a top-pinned PMA MTJ.14 However, the stray

field from this bias layer may also induce the instability of

the RL in spite of being smaller than that from the pinned

layer in a SAF structure. Here, we present a double SAF

structure to control Ho, while maintaining high magnetic sta-

bility of the RL. It is found that the RL is much more stable

when the double SAF multilayer is effectively pinned by an

AFM layer.
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II. WORKING PRINCIPLE OF DOUBLE SAF
MULTILAYER

Fig. 1(a) shows a typical MTJ stack structure with bottom

pinned double SAF reference multilayer. The double SAF con-

sists of FM1/AFC/FM2/AFC/FM3 multilayer, where FM is a

ferromagnetic layer and AFC is an AFM coupling layer. An

AFM layer like PtMn is added to further stabilize the magnetic

configuration of the double SAF multilayer. In order to make

the double SAF multilayer more stably pinned by AFM layer, it

is desirable to have a balanced magnetic structure, which means

the net magnetic moment from the double SAF multilayer is

close to zero, i.e., (Mrt)2¼ (Mrt)1þ (Mrt)3 (refer to Fig. 1(a). Ho

can be controlled by varying thickness combination of three

magnetic layers, while keeping the net magnetic moment of

SAF multilayer nearly zero. On the other hand, for a single SAF

pinning structure, where FM1 is removed, a magnetically bal-

anced structure would have (Mrt)2¼ (Mrt)3. However, the stray

field in this balanced SAF structure would increase significantly

as MTJ size decreases. As an example, Fig. 1(b) shows simu-

lated stray field averaged over the FL for a single SAF with

2 nm-thick FM2 and FM3 layers as a function of MTJ size. The

stray field can be as high as several hundreds of Oe for a MTJ

of 20� 20 nm. In order to reduce the stray field generated from

SAF multilayer, (Mrt)2 has to be larger than (Mrt)3 so that its

spatial loss of the stray field at the FL can be compensated by

the larger moment. In this unbalanced magnetic structure, the

pinning stability is purely maintained by PMA of each FM

layer. Once they are aligned parallel to each other, which may

be energetically favored due to magnetostatic interaction, an ini-

tialization process, e.g., applying a sufficiently high in-plane

field to MTJs, has to be conducted to get an antiparallel mag-

netic configuration. However, as PMA is largely determined by

the repeat number in commonly used Co/Pt or Co/Pd multi-

layers,15,16 high PMA will generally require thicker FM2 and

FM3 layers. Thick FM3 and FM2 layers would in turn induce

significant spatial loss of the stray field, in particular, from the

FM2 layer, which is separated from the FL by FM3 and AFC

layers. Therefore, the magnetic moment of FM2 layer should be

increasingly surplus that of FM3 layers to compensate the spa-

tial loss of the stray field. However, large (Mrt)2 would generate

a large field at the FM3 (RL) and destabilize the RL. In addition,

it would be difficult to pin this unbalanced magnetic structure

using an AFM layer as the exchange coupling field is inversely

proportional to the net moment of SAF multilayers. Therefore,

the pinning through AFC layer would not be sufficient to main-

tain high stability of the RL. On the other hand, in the double

SAF structure, the stray field at the RL from the FM2 layer is

compensated by FM1 layer. In addition, as the magnetization of

the RL can be fixed through Ru AFC layer due to balanced

magnetic configuration which is pinned by the AFM layer, the

stability of the RL can be further enhanced. As a result, an ultra-

thin RL could be used to maintain its magnetic stability.

The inset of Fig. 1(b) shows a typical example of the offset

field in a 20 nm� 20 nm MTJ device for three thickness combi-

nations of 2-6-4, 2-7-5, and 2-8-6, where the numbers are the

thickness of FM3-FM2-FM1 in nanometer, respectively. The

offset field is obtained from simulated R-H curves and defined

as the field at the center of R-H loop shifting from zero field.

Note that Ho can be effectively reduced to nearly zero with a

proper thickness combination, while keeping the overall mag-

netic moment at about zero. As the magnetization of the adja-

cent FM layers (FM1 and FM2) is aligned oppositely, the

magnetostatic field acting on the RL is significantly reduced

due to cancellation effect. Therefore, the RL is much more sta-

ble than in the single SAF structure, whereby the magnetostatic

field from the pinned layer is much higher. Figs. 2(a) and 2(b),

respectively, show the stray field profile at the free layer along

the z direction (perpendicular to the plane) and the x-direction

(in the plane) from double SAF (circle) and single SAF (square)

based on micromagnetics simulations. In this simulation, both

ferromagnetic layers are 2 nm thick in single SAF multilayer,

while the double SAF has a thickness combination of 2-7-5. In

addition to the significant reduction in the stray field in the dou-

ble SAF, the edge in-plane component of the stray field is

reduced significantly, which would make the edge domain

more stable and thus improve the stability of the FL.

III. EXPERIMENTS

MTJ stacks with single SAF, double SAF, and AFM pinned

double SAF were deposited on Si wafers with 1lm thermally

oxidized SiO2 using the Singulus Timaris sputtering system.

Their stack structures are bottom electrode/Ta 5/Pt 5/[Co 0.5/Pt

0.2]15/Co 0.3/Ru 1.0/[Co 0.5/Pt 0.2]2/Co40Fe40B20 0.6/Ta

0.3/Co40Fe40B20 1.0/MgO 1.1/Co40Fe40B20 1.5/Ta 2/top

electrode for wafer A, bottom electrode/Ta 5/Pt 5/PtMn tPtMn/

[Co 0.5/Pt 0.2]10/Co 0.3/Ru 1.0/[Co 0.5/Pt 0.2]15/Co 0.3/Ru

1.0/[Co 0.5/Pt 0.2]2/Co40Fe40B20 0.6/Ta 0.3/Co40Fe40B20

1.0/MgO 1.1/Co40Fe40B20 1.5/Ta 2/top electrode for wafer B,

and bottom electrode/Ta 5/Pt 5/PtMn 16/CoFe tCoFe/[Co 0.5/

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic layer structure of the proposed double SAF MTJ; (b)

averaged stray field at the FL as a function of MTJ size for a single SAF

with 2 nm-thick ferromagnetic layers, where the inset shows simulated offset

field of 20� 20 nm2 double SAF MTJ with different thickness combination

of the ferromagnetic layers.

FIG. 2. Stray field profile of 20 nm MTJs with the single SAF (square) and

the double SAF (circle) along out of (a) and in (b) the plane directions.
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Pt 0.2]10/Co 0.3/Ru 1.0/[Co 0.5/Pt 0.2]15/Co 0.3/Ru 1.0/[Co

0.5/Pt 0.2]2/Co40Fe40B20 0.6/Ta 0.3/Co40Fe40B20 1.0/MgO

1.1/Co40Fe40B20 1.5/Ta 2/top electrode for wafer C, where the

number in each layer indicates its thickness in nanometer. A

0.3 nm-thick Ta is inserted to the CoFeB reference layer to tune

its magnetic anisotropy and enhance tunnel magnetoresistance

(TMR) ratio by improving the crystalline structure of the

CoFeB layer near the MgO barrier during the annealing. A sin-

gle SAF pinning structure is used for wafer A with much thicker

FM2 layer (referring to Fig. 1(a), Ru, FM1, and AFM are

removed in wafer A). In order to examine PMA exchange cou-

pling effect between AFM and FM1 layers on the stability of

the RL, the thickness of the AFM layer, tPtMn, and the insertion

layer between AFM and FM1 layers, tCoFe is varied to modulate

the PMA exchange coupling in wafers B and C. tPtMn and tCoFe

range from 12 nm to 22 nm and 0.5 nm to 1.5 nm, respectively.

It should be pointed out that in the above wafer stack structures,

in order to demonstrate the advantages of the double SAF over

the single SAF, we deliberately used a low-PMA RL so that its

magnetic stability can be examined in our maximum measuring

field range. Using an optimized multilayer with high PMA, the

RL magnetization can be well maintained above a field of

3 kOe even using single SAF structure. To develop an exchange

coupling between PtMn and (Co/Pt) multilayer, wafer B and C

were annealed at 300 �C for 1 h in a magnetic field of 1 T

applied perpendicular to the film plane. The MTJ stacks were

fabricated to a circular shape with a nominal diameter of 65 nm

using standard photolithography process. The measurements

were conducted in a testing station by applying perpendicular

magnetic field at a DC bias voltage of 50 mV. Magnetic proper-

ties and switching fields of the magnetic layers were extracted

from magnetoresistance (R-H) loops. About 250 MTJ devices

were measured on each wafer to provide a statistic analysis of

overall MTJ performances.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figs. 3(a), 3(c), and 3(d) show typical R-H curves for three

types of samples A, B, and C, respectively. The switching pro-

cess is illustrated by arrows in Figs. 3(a), 3(b), and 3(c), where

the solid arrows indicate switching when field sweeps from

3 kOe to �3 kOe, while the dashed arrows show the opposite

sweeping. The bold arrows show the magnetization directions of

each FM layer at various field regions. The open bold arrows

(red) show the switching layer when the field sweeps from

3 kOe to �3 kOe (e.g., in Fig. 3(a) the FL switches first at a

small negative field and then the RL switches at a larger negative

field of about �1200 Oe). It is found that for wafers A and B,

most of MTJs show RL switching in addition to FL switching

within a field range of 63 kOe, while most MTJs for wafer C do

not show RL switching. In addition, Ho decreases from wafers A

to B and then to C. It should be pointed out that with PtMn pin-

ning layer, all MTJs in wafers B and C show similar switching

order, i.e., FL switches before RL when the field is reduced from

3 kOe to �3 kOe. On the other hand, for MTJs on wafer A, the

switching order is randomized. Two types of switching order can

be clearly observed as shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). The switch-

ing order is determined by the magnetization direction of the

FM2 layer, which has a strong PMA and keeps its magnetization

fixed in the whole applied field region.

Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) show the magnetization of FM2 layer is

aligned anitiparallel and parallel to the positive field direction,

respectively. Owing to strong AFM coupling between FM2 and

FM3 through Ru, for FM2 parallel to the positive field direc-

tion, the RL switches before the FL when the field decreases

from 3 kOe to �3 kOe, as shown in Fig. 3(b). The difference in

the switching order for MTJs on wafer A can be understood as

no setting field is applied for wafer A, while the magnetization

of the pinning layer (FM1) on wafers B and C is fixed during

annealing. Comparing Figs. 3(a) and 3(c), one can see that the

offset field of the FL is much reduced in wafer B. The suppres-

sion in Ho is the results from the double SAF as the stray fields

at the FL generated from each FM layer are cancelled each

other. On the other hand, although the RL switching is still

observed, the offset field of RL switching for MTJs from wafer

B is much increased from less than 1 kOe for wafer A to near

2 kOe for wafer B as shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(c).

It is noted that the TMR ratio is lower for wafers B and C

than wafer A, which could result from the roughness increase

accumulated by PtMn and additional Co/Pt multilayers.

The saturation magnetization (Ms) used for stack design

is 1250 emu/cc and 800 emu/cc for CoFeB and (Co0.5/Pt0.2)

multilayer, respectively. From the offset field of the free

layer observed in Figs. 3(a), 3(b), and 3(c), it appears that ei-

ther Ms of CoFeB is over-estimated (i.e., actual Ms could be

less than 1250 emu/cc) or (Co0.5/Pt0.2) has a higher Ms. As

a result, Ho is actually dominated by FM2 layer, resulting in

positive Ho values as indicated in Figs. 3(a), 3(c), and 3(d).

However, it is also noted that although an AFM layer has

been added to wafer B, the majority of MTJs in this wafer

shows RL switching within the field of 63 kOe, in contrast to

those in wafer C. The enhancement in the RL stability for MTJs

from wafer C implies that the AFM layer does provide some

pinning effect to the SAF multilayers. The survey measurements

for MTJs with various tPtMn on wafer B show that the RL

switching field is almost independent of tPtMn. Therefore, the RL

FIG. 3. Typical M-H curves of MTJ devices from wafers A, B, and C. The

bold arrows represent the magnetization direction of each layer. The open

arrows show the switching layer when the field is ramped down from posi-

tive 3 kOe. The switching process is indicated by solid and dotted arrows.
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instability is not related to the AFM stability due to its thickness

variation, but the weak exchange coupling between the AFM

and the pinned (FM1) layer. As there is only an ultrathin Co

layer of 0.5 nm between the AFM layer (PtMn) and the FM1,

the exchange coupling is too weak to provide an effective pin-

ning of the magnetization of FM1 layer, resulting in the magnet-

ization instability of the whole SAF multilayers through AFC

coupling. As a result, even for MTJs with thick PtMn layer, the

RL switching takes place. On the other hand, for most MTJs on

wafer C, the RL is stable within the field of 63 kOe as shown

in Fig. 3(d), due to improved exchange coupling between the

AFM and FM1 layers as an additional CoFe layer is inserted

between the AFM and FM1 layers. The RL switching observed

in a small number of MTJs even on wafer C is due to weak

exchange coupling as the inserted CoFe layer is too thin.

Fig. 4 shows a summary result of the offset field for the

switching of the RL (HORL) from about 250 MTJs in each wa-

fer. To get correct switching data for the RL, wafer A was ini-

tialized with a magnetic field of 3 T applied perpendicular to

the plane so that the magnetization reversal of the RL for all

MTJs takes place in the negative field region as shown in Fig.

3(a). To make HORL comparable with wafers B and C, the initi-

alization field is applied in an opposite direction of the anneal-

ing field. One can see that the distribution of HORL is narrower

for wafer A, while the wafer C shows the largest HORL distribu-

tion. Accordingly, the amount of MTJs showing the RL switch-

ing is also decreasing from wafers A to B, then to C, indicating

the improvement of RL stability. The largest distribution in wa-

fer C is from the thickness wedge of the insertion layer, tCoFe,

to enhance the exchange coupling between the AFM layer and

FM1 layer. The HORL distribution in wafer A is purely deter-

mined by the process fluctuations. Significant increase in HORL

values is clearly observed for MTJs in wafers B and C, verify-

ing the cancellation effect of the stray field in the double SAF

layers on the RL stability. The slight HORL increase in wafer C

compared to wafer B is due to improved pinning effect from

the AFM layer. It is worth noticing that the introduction of the

insertion CoFe layer between the AFM and FM1 layers would

actually decrease HORL as the stray field at the RL from the

FM2, which contributes to HORL dominantly, would be further

compensated by the FM1 layer due to the CoFe insertion.

In order to further confirm the pinning effect on the RL

stability, Fig. 5 shows that the switching probability of the

RL as a function of tCoFe. The switching rate is defined as

ratio of the number of MTJs showing the RL switching over

the total measured MTJ numbers (10–30) at each tCoFe. In

spite of data scattering, which could be induced from the

small number of measured MTJs at each tCoFe, it is obvious

that the RL switching rate decreases as tCoFe increases. At

tCoFe.> 1.2 nm, the switching rate is below 5%, which may

be induced by the process fluctuations. This result suggests

that the strong exchange coupling could be achieved only

with thick CoFe insertion layer, and the strong exchange

coupling is required to improve the RL stability in the double

SAF multilayers. It is noted that even in wafer C, there is a

net magnetic moment in the double SAF structure, which

would also reduce the stability of the RL.

In conclusion, a double SAF structure is proposed to

suppress the offset field, while keep high stability of the ref-

erence layer. Experimental results show that the RL switch-

ing field can be significantly increased using the double SAF

with strong AFM pinning.
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